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From September 18 to 21, the 13th 
General Assembly of the CLM communi-
ty (https://www.clm-community.eu/) took 
place at Campus South of the Karlsruhe 
Institute of Technology. Nearly 60 inter-
national participants learned over these 
four days about the latest results and 
developments of the COSMO-CLM and 
ICON model systems in 23 plenary lectures 
and 21 posters. The premises in building 
10.81 (“altes Ingenieursgebäude”) also 
offered  the opportunity to engage in 
parallel sessions in in-depth discussions in 
the individual working groups of the CLM 
community.

The present conference proceedings 
hold all the abstracts of the oral and post-
er presentations during the assembly and 
gives a good insight in the broad work and 
applications of the CLM Community.

Herewith, the organizing team would 
like to sincerely thank 
• the participants of the conference,
• the CLM working group leaders,
• the scientific advisory board,
• the catering service,
• the janitors of building 10.81,
• the student assistants, and
• all others involved in organizing the 

assembly.
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The effect of coupled marginal seas on precipitation 
extremes and heat waves in 20th century CCLM simulation

Cristina Primo, Fanni Dora Kelemen, Anika Obermann, Bodo Ahrens
Goethe-University Frankfurt

Regional atmosphere-only (CCLM) 
and coupled ocean-atmosphere (CCLM-
NEMO) model simulations are analysed to-
gether with the driving global data and ob-
servations to investigate the added value 
of regionalisation and coupling. Two anal-
yses are carried out: The first focuses on 
the multi-decadal variability of precipita-
tion extremes in the 20th century. For this, 

the Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) 
is calculated and compared between the 
simulations and observations. The second 
focuses on the detection of heat waves. 
For this, maximum temperature coming 
from model simulations is compared to 
daily data provided by some DWD-stations 
during a period of 100 years.
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